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ABSTRACT: In contrast, there may be variations in the
variation of the rear, the difference between the vehicles,
ensuring the expected expectation of the arrival date. DORCD and unique outcomes have been shown to ensure that
limited expectations are delayed in these and in any authorized
vehicle, since the speed of the proposed speed is according to
the number of vehicles. The use of opportunities reduces the
impact of negative communication by studying the nature of
the broadcasting and the difference between the roads. EDIVBAR is recommended: one of the optional forwarder’s
optional electronics, E-DIVBAR designates the total backlog
amount as well as the hope’s focus on the outcome. The
current property is to disregard the cost of reaching the
destination, however, as a result of the negative effects of the
road, resulting in poor performance from low-traffic flows.
The key document is the contribution of issuing a timely and
timely opportunistic distribution policy, rather than simply
adding the use to E-DIVBAR, that compile information on the
use of the plan fragmented distribution. We indicated that the
same evidence could be obtained in accordance with D-ORCD
confirming the production. In particular, the D-ORCD
production has been approved by analyzing the D-ORCD
convergence in another part of the process.
Keywords: Stabilizable, congestion measure, Lyapunov
analysis, opportunistic routing, queuing stability, routing
policy.
I. INTRODUCTION
We think of the problem of generating budgets on a direct
access connection; including many of the causes of traffic and
communication, while the delay to slow down. Each
transmission can be heard on one part of the seals between the
next selected line. Many cover pages will be transmitted on
the connection, but it may be necessary to have some of the
pain in more or more if these processes eventually result in
contact with each other. Low More than just, the choices that
apply to models coming from a Web site are selecting the
following line graph along with the results, as well as setting
boundaries at border boundaries. To ensure production
efficiency, the algorithms are moving forward to change

differently. The same is the disregard of the cost to the
destination, however, which has become a good way to get off
the road, causing poor performance in less traffic. E-DIVBAR
is recommended: Selecting the following graphic is one of the
most likely steps, E-DIVBAR sees the difference between the
delay and the possible expectations regarding the results. The
first contribution of the article is to provide a multichannel DORCD system, rather than the simple addition used in EDIVBAR, media information to be incorporated into the use
of more widely distributed media. We offer specialized tests
to delay the performance of D-ORCD. We have conducted
some of the technical problems in specialized situations
through the example of QualNet. Besides the study, we
verified that the production of D-ORCD is only effective
when it has only one perspective and that the connection is in
use in specialized management. Although the performance of
the delay is often underestimated, most changes in the use of
scales are recognized for optimism. In this work, however, we
chose to focus our evaluations against these solutions in
similar, complex and practical texts: Exome, DIVBAR and EDIVBAR. Under this form of secure paper, it is revoked based
on a system that is ordered by strings at different levels [2]. In
addition, we recommend a service distribution and the use of
D2DDD 802.11, which exploited its performance using
SimMet simulation analysis for specialized and used features.
The first challenge in implementing the pilot system is too late
to coincide with the trade between printing documents on the
most remote route to destination and detecting road-based
approaches. behind the back. Compared to this, the D-ORCD
can be a tool based on the road map to be returned on the road
without a lease request of the road on the connection and / or
the cost of the total amount of outstanding requests on the
road. In addition, this document aims to implement D-ORCD,
which guarantees the implementation of numerical numbers,
as well as its recent implications for extension in transmission.
In addition, the LIFO-Backpressure law guarantees the
stability and length of the line length, the efficient transfer of
highways to the wireless hop wireless system to take the
duration of the change and not too late.
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II. CLASSICAL DESIGN
The use of special plans can lead to a serious tumultuous and
slow delay. In contrast, there may be variations in the
variation of the rear, the difference between the vehicle,
ensuring the expected expectation of the arrival date. To
ensure that the rate of measurement is determined, algorithms
tend to be used to make a difference: instead of using any
associated connection, they choose the user to use it uses
many growing numbers of different variations [3]. Problems
Using Policy: Other examples of using profits to share trade in
your area are like DIVBAR and therefore cause too late. EDIVBAR does not always have a time to do too late than
DIVBAR.

Fig.1.Proposed block diagram
III.

ROBUST SCHEME

A general analysis of the performance of D-ORCD is given in
two directions: We provide experimental sampling for the
performance of D-ORCD. Let's look at some of the facts
about the facts through details. In addition to research, we
have found that D-ORCD is best distributed if you have only
one meal (specialty products) and the connection is in use in
specialized areas. Although the timeline for delaying the
schedule is often unsuccessful for advertisements, most
prominent usage modes are recognized to achieve effective
action [4]. During the debate, it is a bad idea to send a piece of
paper. In this article, we provide a systematic management
process based on the difference between integration,
compiling the main route of the busiest driving vehicle and
each car driver. Examples show that D-ORCD is improving
the classification of algorithms. Policy Benefits: We show that
D-ORCD is later than the process of using the template to
continue the same, such as Nexor, DIVBAR and E-DIVBAR.
We note that updating existing solutions is usually based on
the telephone connection, but is often used when it comes to
the connection between business and traffic transactions.
family. The purpose of the proposed selection will be
determined to use a type of work recommended by Lyapunov.
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Implementation: In the course of celebration, each curtain
actually found the paper provided to provide a confirmation of
the transport status. D-ORCD makes decisions in the cycle of
long-range differences and the use of the vision is called a
measure of vision. D-ORCD uses the table on each page to
find the next major attack. The table on the laptop includes a
list of boundaries, along with a structure that includes the look
for neighbors associated with the cost. The vehicle page is a
source of protection and condemnation in the area that is
being upgraded. The temporary weight is calculated in a
similar way as calculating magnetic stochastic to use the
distributed backlog information at the beginning of the digital
computer. More efficiently, the fault is slow to determine its
own measurement and eventually spreads to boundaries using
power over seconds. In particular, over the time of the
meeting, using the paper page is the use of an encoder that
uses less of the comfort of the recipients. The method of
measuring the knit associated with a given supply is about the
full time of scaffolding an arrival document in this package to
the end. Ultimately, the specialized operating system is
updated during the use of the data on the table of contents
after the two [5]. It is noteworthy that the dual-based
dependency for this document can be compared. We discuss
examples with D-ORCD, especially Distribution and
Asynchronous iterative computing. We offer a brief
discussion of D-ORCD's basic challenge, such as the threeway globalization procedure used in the Mac section, the
compatibility model, the protection of loops at the time of
problems reduce and reduce stress. The performance of the
same D-ORCD in the opportunistic maneuver plan involves
selecting a mileage balloon, one of the candidates we find and
sealed in a good way. A major challenge in implementing the
opportunistic, legitimate, and more D-ORCD measures is the
process of generating a power line compatible with 802,11
Macs. Here we provide a simple and practical method that
uses the presentation structure. In particular, before any
broadcast, electronic power shows the locker and starts the
penalty after the counter set is reduced to zero. The plan is the
priority to determine the interval between the area where the
member delegates submit their records [6]. We in the set the
document was actually received and then recorded the data
records in the form based on the transport status. In our
performance, propacetamols queuing based on Priority DORCD prioritize the management card and assigns them the
highest priority, reducing the potential of the package
provided to the Mac group as well as to ensure that the receipt
is readily available. Additionally, the D-ORCD designates a
minimum PHY scale for these sample boxes. In studying, the
power of the electricity is required. Set nodes for misuse,
allowing them to hear neighbors' papers. In the balance
assessment, MAC checks the number of side effects generated
by the neighbors, such as re-publishing. We expand the law
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for the D-ORCD by introducing ways that cannot be achieved
for us with the highest level. Particularly, it is easy to see that
this value is, in effect, the total ACKs submitted by the
transcripts, which increases the linear and most of the
potential forwarders section. Therefore, we think of a DORCD change by improving the management and diversity of
[7]. We consider the changes in D-ORCD with different
variations and choose the number of boundaries that allow the
packaging to be accepted. These details show that the
transaction between the transaction and the financial liability
relates to the difference between recipients. On the internet
and the poison, the node shows how to reach the knot in
which they were taught. Without effort, this process measures
methods and brands and removes them into the space of
space. Finally, a balanced balance can be used to complement
the operation of buses and buses to look for the risks of
connecting success.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this document is to formulate a system of
governed policies and improve the performance lag in the
configuration of accessibility systems. We recommend a longdistance agreement, which helps the transit link through a
neighbor using less reliable time. D-ORCD uses a vote that
uses three components: debates, greetings, and cars. We
provide compelling evidence of D-ORCD certification. In DORCD, we did not test the interference on the lines in the
connection, but we issued this version for some of the usual
MAC tasks. The study does not show additional costs, but
may be slow, but statistics are created individually from
statistics and announce the future. The D-ORCD is compared
to the scale response based on the use of the remote control.
Public advertising in the use of close-up communications
seems to be accompanied by direct advertising if advertising
costs prove to be the organization's organization around the
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world in relation to continuing without distribution. The DORCD implementation is the same as the optional upgrade
plan, including selecting a single row of node members that
receive and display a role.
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